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AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY RESPONSE FOR T
HE MAIN CROPS IN EGYPT

. by

Hadi Esfahani and Alexander H. Sa
rris

1. INTRODUCTION

Supply response of agricultur
al products his been the subject 

of numerous

studies in Egypt. In most of these studies, one prod
uct is studied and the

area response is the object o
f inquiry. In other words, equations are 

esti-

mated econometrically that pu
rport to explain the area planted

 in a particular

crop by various explanatory va
riables among which some measur

e of the price of

the product is usually promin
ent. This Nerlovian approach, popula

r as it

might be however, suffers from t
he shortcoming that interaction

s among the

various crops are ignored.

Another particular feature of 
Egyptian agriculture is that it

 is highly

controlled. The area planted in the major c
rop is highly related to the 

acre-

age allocated to the major
 crops by the Ministry of Agric

ulture (MOA) and sub-

sequently translated to regio
nal and village specific allo

cations. In such a

rigid centrally planned are
a allocation system, supply resp

onse could occur in

other aspects of the product
ion process and, in particul

ar, yields.

The focus of this paper is
 on an investigation of supply r

esponse in both

area and yield for the four m
ajor food and cash crops in Eg

ypt, namely, wheat,

maize, rice, and cotton. The objective is to investigat
e supply response by a

systemwide approach, namely, r
ecognizing the interrelatio

ns among various

crops and among area and yi
eld. response.

A survey of the principal s
ystemwide supply response stu

dies is conducted

first in the next section
. Then, a model of supply respo

nse under constraints
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is presented; and, finally,
 the results of some econometric 

estimations are

exhibited.

2. A SURVEY OF PAST SYSTEMWIDE S
UPPLY RESPONSE

STUDIES OF AGRICULTURE IN EGYPT

In the past, there has be
en basically two approachesto

 the supply

response estimation. The first one specifies the 
area under each crop as a

function of a series of exo
genous variables and then us

es time-series data to

estimate the elasticities. 
We call this time-series es

timation.1 The other

approach is a linear pro
gramming (LP) one. A typical farm is consider

ed with

fixed input-output coeff
icients and several constrain

ts. Then, the farm's

allocation of land is gener
alized to the economy as a

 whole. The studies that

we will consider are Han
sen and Nasnashibi (1975), wh

ich uses a time-series

estimation of the system,
 and Cuddihy (1980) and von

 Braun'(1980) which use.

both approaches.

2.1. Time-Series Estimation 

In his well-known work, N
erlove (1958) postulated tha

t:

1. Supply.of agricultural products (Qi
t) responds to the expected

prices (Pe ), andit

2. The major determinants of t
he expected prices in year

 t P!

1

the actual prices in year t
 1,

The above statements can b
e mathematically represent

ed for crop i as:

are



(3)

Although Pit is not o
bservable, the equation:

Qit

3.

given the functional 
forms, can be estimate

d.

For actual estimati
on, one can modify both

 hypotheses: (1) mak
e the out-

put a.function of sev
eral relevant variabl

es, such as expected pr
ices of other

crops, an inertia 
factor of area adjust

ment, technical change,
 etc., and (2)

make the expected pr
ices a suitable distr

ibuted lag function o
f the past

prices and other va
riables if necessary.

 This is the basic fra
mework within

which von Braun and 
Cuddihy work.

For von Braun, the 
area planted with cro

p i in period t (Ait
) is a func-

tion of the deflated
 previous year's pric

e (P, the area-weighted pri
ce

10. 1

of competitive crops
 in the respective 

season (PCi,t-1
), and--if a strictly

government-planned cr
op--the planned acre

age in the respectiv
e year on which

input supply and s
ometimes fines for r

efusing the planting 
of the respective

crop are bound (AP)
. Therefore, a regress

ion of the followin
g form can be

estimated:

(4) Ait-a_41)

where
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The regression was actua
lly estimated for seven crops ba

sed on the aggregate

data of 1966 to 1978 for E
gypt. The correlation coefficients 

are relatively

high for most of the regre
ssions. Durbin-Watson coefficients 

are not re-

ported; but, since defla
ted prices are used, we can h

ope that serial correla-

tion has not been serious.
 The coefficients have the e

xpected signs and are

generally significant.

The problem with von Br
aun's model is that there do

es not seem to be a

good theoretical model be
hind the regressions. Theoretical models are ve

ry

important when interpret
ation and policy implication

s of a regression are

intended. The fact that planned a
reas are well correlated 

with actual areas

in his regressions may 
just suggest that planner

s were not too far off in

their predictions. In the case,of cotton, it
 may be true that, becaus

e of the

cooperative control, f
arms are forced to parti

ally respond to the quotas
; but

the planned area of ric
e may merely be a proxy 

for water availability. 
In the

case of long berseem, 
it is hardly conceivable 

that decreasing the plann
ed

area in the papers of th
e Institute of Planning w

ould reduce the actual 
long

berseem area. The coefficients of pla
nned areas can as well r

epresent partial

adjustment factors. von Braun notices this b
ut prefers the plannin

g process

hypothesis (p. 20).

One can go into the d
etails of von Braun's mo

del and see that the coef
-

ficients are not as mean
ingful as they are ass

umed despite their sig
nifi-

cance. But, instead, we start
 looking into Cuddihy's

 work. His results

further reveal the unrel
iable nature of this ty

pe of estimation.

The basic model that Cu
ddihy uses is as follow

s:



(5) gr an+ aiZAi(t-1)4T bijPgt-1)4X
d'i ami

,n.

The Notation is as before: aij's, bij'
s, and ij 

e 's are regression coef-

ficients; yj(t-1) 
is the yield of crop j per feddan and is in

cluded in the

equation - as a proxy for varying input use among cr
ops (p. 34). Yields may

themselves be a function of prices and 
revenues:

(6) Yit=
f

lj jkt-1 i=1,2,...,n.

5.

A somewhat different model is also e
stimated using revenues per feddan

(R
i,t-1

) as explanatory variables.

(7) A t= an+ al2Ai(t-1)+ ,1. j(t-1),

The regression results that Cuddihy ob
tain are quite odd. Cuddihy tries to

explain some of the perversities, but he
 does not seem to be successfu

l. The

most bizarre result is the regression 
for maize area. Wheat price and revenue

have positive coefficients, and maize pr
ice and revenue have negative
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coefficients. Cotton price and revenue also have surprisingly positive co
ef—

ficients. This is in sharp contrast with von Braun's estimates. Cuddihy

tries to explain the negative maize price coefficient by
 the inferiority of

maize for Egyptian farmers: "Such an effect fits the common observation in

Egypt of substitution of wheat for maize in consum
ption as real income rises"

(p. 38). This does not explain the unusual result found bec
ause the retention

ratio of maize is high and.its income effect is low
. Besides, if the above

were true, the coefficient of cotton revenue, i
n particular, should have been

negative not only because of the income effect b
ut also because of competition

over land. Furthermore, substitution of wneat for maize should have re
sulted

in a positive coefficient for maize price in wh
eat area regression and a

negative coefficient for wheat price in maize are
a regression. The opposite,

however, is what Cuddihy found.

Cuddihy's model, like von Braun's, suffers from agg
regate inconsistency.

No constraints are placed on the coefficients. Input costs are mainly left.

out, but a justification is given for this pro
cedure. Cuddihy argues that

input prices have been constant for the most part, 
and the changes in costs

have mainly resulted from increases in wages (p. 3
3). Therefore, he deflates

the ouput prices by a real wage index. This approach has several problems.

First of all, labor requirements of different 
crops are different, and the

wage index should have been weighted by labor inp
ut for each crop. Secondly,

the prices of other inputs have not been quite
 constant. Finally, it is not

at all clear that real wage index is a suitable def
lator. If nominal prices

are used, it seems reasonable to deflate them 
by nominal wages, too, if at

all, wage is an appropriate deflator.

The major problem with Cuddihy's work is that he
 has left out a great deal

f relevant explanatory variables in his regressio
ns. He wants to make the
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point that prices do matter so he includes prices (or rather revenue
s) and

leaves everything else out. It is not difficult to see that some of these

prices can be proxies for other variables and some others me
asure the behavior

of government rather than the farmers! In the rice area regressions, there is

no single significant coefficient for revenues or prices. 
Only yields have

significant coefficients. They are merely proxies for water availability.

Another problem in the area—response equations is inclusion
 of yields. At

the beginning, yields in year, t 1, are supposed to represent expected

yields in year t. But later on, Cuddi61 claims that gt-1) is a proxy for

input use. Given that he finds strong correlation between prices of 
year,

t 1, witn yields of year t area and input allocation in year t

must be simultaneous decisions. Therefore, expected yields are endogenous and

i(t-1) 
is a poor proxy for them. Yi(t—l) 

may be a proxy for prices in year

(t 2) and receive its significance from left—out distributed
 lag structure

of the price expectations.

Finally, we deal with Cuddiny's yield response equations
. The results are

very important not only because of high correlation 
coefficients but also be—

cause yields are usually assumed exogenous (see the dis
cussion about Hansen

and Nashashibi below). Unfortunately, the results may have inflated signifi—

cance due to serial autocorrelation and due to use of r
evenues as explanatory

variables. Durbin—Watson coefficients are not reported, but the unus
ually

high correlation coefficients makes one suspicious abou
t this type of error.

If it is true that yield and crop areas are determined 
simultaneously,

then the supply response model should capture this fac
t. Later on we will

develop a model with this property.
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Next we will survey the sup
ply response estimated by Hanse

n and '

Nashashibi. Their model is closer to the co
ncept of the systems approach th

an

the other two we have survey
ed so far. Hansen and Nashashibi recogniz

e three

major constaints for the E
gyptian agricultural sector as a

 whole; namely, land

W,laborM,andwater0
0.IfAi,Lv ancli.Lare land, labor, and

water inputs for crop i, r
espectively, the constraints c

an be written as:

(8)

(9)

(10)

< L
1‘

For each crop, they define
 a production function

(11) qi=yi

*016e c0::1 is the (MAMA Of Cr
op i in year it, and y1(t) is a 

technical

progress function. Externalities are not consid
ered here, but Hansen and

Nashashibi claim they have
 no consequence for the gene

ral form of area

response functions.



(12)

10.

tsA

If total agricultural income
 2: p.q.) is maximized, we ge

t
i=1 1

Yi fr,Iii fAyW
,

Y P fm m ilAi ilLi 1,14i

If the inequalities in 
(10) are treated as equalities,

 (10) and (12) give

us 3
m 
equations to determine Ai, L

i, and Wi. The optimal inputs of

land, Ai' 
are seen to be functions of

 the following type:

(13) kEstA*OraP1) • 'y
iyp

M M

i=1,...,m.

So far, the theoretical 
model is complete. But it has a rather tricky

problem. P. A. Samuelson ( ) has made the point that, 
in this type of

model witn homogenous prod
uction functions or long-run 

equilibrium, the number

of goods actually produce
d cannot exceed the number of

 factors: Therefore, on

Samuelson's specification, 
no more than three cfops shou

ld be produced in this

model. Hansen and Nashashibi defen
d their model by disclaimi

ng any homo-

geniety or long-term equili
brium. Water is especially distribute

d free of

charge, but its marginal pro
ductivity is not zero. However, this does not

save them from Samuelson's 
point because they do assume 

that water is dis-

tributed optimally as though 
there were a charge on it. The fact that there

is no charge on water is just
 a lump-sum transfer payment 

from the government

to the producers. This remains a theoretical 
problem of the model. But, the

model actually estimated has
 little to do with the theore

tical model anyway.

The regression model is wha
t we will deal with next.
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The regression model is specified as

•
Ai = -t 62 (

11.

1.A..14a41A..24-a51L-f-a61Ls1-t-a71WT.

a9iK ÷a101 (A1)..1, 1=1,..,m.

where numeral subscripts represent lags. (F)1 
has substituted for all

- 

jj
yp/y 

mm 
p terms in equation (13). It is defined as relative output-

value-per-feddan index:

Y P
i Fi 
WjYJPjr

Here, y is interpreted as yields (proxies for technical change), and w

is crop area weights. ni is the number of relevant crops for the index.

K in equation (14) is the index of cotton area restriction.T, the time

indicator of water, is different for summer and winter crops. The model is

estimated with 1913-1961 data.

There is a long way from equation (13) to equation (14), and the steps are

explained in detail in Hansen and Nashashibi (p. 319-329). The lags are in-

troduced due to the deviation of actual acreage from the desired acreages and,

as a result, the adjustment process. Fi replaces all relative prices "since

the number of crops and thus of relative output value per acre is substantial

(eleven) and the number of observations limited (at most forty-eight)"
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(p. 319). The total area, A, inters into equation (14) with lags following

Nerlove although Hansen and Nashasnibi acknowledge that "it is a bit difficult

to see the precise rationale" (p. 323).

As Hansen and Nashasnibi recognize, yields are functions of inputs and

determined simultaneously with crop areas. Using them as proxies for techni—

cal change is quite problematic. Ignoring the technical change story, the use

of lagged yields in Fi has little justification. They may be proxies for

expected yields which depend on expected prices as well as other variables.

But, Fi itself is not a good explanatory variable. Why should revenues per

feddan be used rather than prices or net prices? Why should the weights be

areas under each crop? These weights doLnot reflect competition between

crops, and cross elasticities Cannot be determined in this way.

The results, however, are quite instructive. (F.) 1 
has generally

—

significant coefficients, except in the case of staple food grains. Area,

labor, and water, with their lagged values, have generally insignificant

coefficients. Water is important for rice. K, area restriction index, is

significant for the major crops with the right sign. Area adjustment coef—

ficient is significant for nonstaple crops. The significance and sign of some

coefficients are difficult to explain such as Wt-1 
barley area regression

and L in millet area regression.

2.2. Linear Pro9ramming Models

Both von Braun and Cuddihy define their objective functions in terms of

total value added. von Braun specifies the model for the economy as a whole,

but Cuddihy specifies it for a typical farm of three feddans. As usual, a set

of constraints are specified and prices are given. The model finds the opti—

mal allocation.
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LP models are systemwide approaches, especial
ly if as Cuddihy mentions the

models are run for different farm sizes and the
 results aggregated. The

aggregate inconsistencies of time-series models
 are overcome in LP models.

But, LP models suffer from loss of informa
tion on dynamic adjustments, which

are measured in econometric models. Fixed coefficients is another problem of

LP models. This latter problem leads to a flip-flop phen
omenon as a result of

price changes. The values of variables jump between the ex
ogenously fixed

limits as prices change. Profitable crops tend to occupy the whole land
 and

nonprofitable ones tend to vanish, hence, 
ad hoc constraints should be imposed

on their areas for the result to look
 realistic.

Both Cuddihy and von Braun have detailed 
LP models, and solve them for

different scenarios of prices and govern
ment controls. von Braun compares the

model with the actual data using the curr
ent prices and government policies

and looks quite successful.

3. A MODEL FOR SYSTEMWIDE, TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS
 OF

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY RESPONSE

Consider n agricultural products, the produc
tion of which is given by the

following relations

(15)
i i i 111 (m-i)i

1=3.

where qi is the total output of crop 
i, Ai is the land area allocated to

the production of the crop, and flo is the a
mount of the 41C'th input per unit

of land used in the production of the 1.1th 
crop. (There are m factors

altogether, of which m - 1 are nonland fact
ors.)

OININD

Total crop area is given by A, and total 
amount of some of the other

inputs is given as well. Also, some of the crops (say, the first S) are



cultivated in areas that are preset by government fiat. Therefore, the

constraints of the model are

(10 A

(17)

(18)

Ak=

E A.f F
is, 1 JP

k =1,...,s; s <n.

T

rzj1,... ,L; L <m-1.

The other m-L-1 factors are available in unlimited suppl
ies at fixed

prices, w . A perfectly competitive internal market would result 
in the

maximization of total output, namely,

(19) max 5: (picii-AiE 4x- f 1)
• J

14

subject to equations (16), (17), and (18).

(20)

The Lagrangian for the problem is

= (10.q. -A E f
. a.
r I

1 A

Ak

L

AF Aif ji-111,1 )•

14.



Recalling (15) and differentiating L w
ith respect to Ai and the input

levels, fii, and setting the derivations e
qual to zero, we obtain

(21) p y - 5: f -A d f = 0,
j ji A Li i Fj ji

(22)

. (23)

(24

131- fki

From (21).-(23) we obtain

for i = S 1, n 1.

(25)

(26)

a Yi (Vn
P. z:P

dYi

Pic)fki

15.

if 14 s, and di c- 0 if s < i‘n).

I 1,.T:4 • • ,n; j 1, • • •

1, . • • ,n;

-P e- f y -E 7r f -p n f
Jfii ji n n jn nri afin n'

i =1, ...n-1;

1 =1, • • .,n; k10. Litl, • • • ,m-l•

If S 4. 1 4. 1 n, i.e., if the number of constrai
nts in equations (16)-(18) is

equal to the number of products, n
, then equations (24)-(26) yield n(m 

- I)

independent equations which is exac
tly the number of unknowns, fi. 

Hence
j 
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the per unit land input fji ratios„ j 1 . . m 1, i 1 . . m, can 

be solved from equations (24)—(26) as functions on
ly of relative prices.

(27)
)41.0yo y j 1).00,M.a

; 11000yn.

ji pn Pn Pn Pn

Since yields, yi, are functions of fp, j = 1 . . m 1, it follows

that yields are also functions of relative p
rices and not of the levels of any

of the restrictions.

This result is quite important because it
 says that, if relative prices

stay unchanged but the level of one restri
ction is changed (e.g., total labor

availability), then yields will stay'unchange
d while the area allocations. will

change. Notice that the area allocations can be fo
und from the restrictions

(16)—(18) which reduce to just a set of line
ar equations once the f. are

specified.

The result of the analysis results in th
e following estimation equations.

(28) yields

(29) areas

1...,P1 Pn-1 111,4-1 

i I pn 
Pn 

I11 
Pn

1 Pn 1111:1 7rLn+1

Pl
Atz-TM n )...)
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4. SOME EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Estimations of yield and area equations were carried out for the four

major Egyptian food and cash crops--namely, wheat, maize, rice, and cotton.

The data on areas, yields, and prices were obtained from Cuddihy; they span_ _ _

the period1950-1975. All nominal price series for the products were deflated

by the nominal rural wage to convert them to real prices. Unfortunately, at

this stage we are unable to collect data on total availability of cultivable

land, water, and labor--the major constraints in the production of Egyptian

agriculture. Also, at this stage we were unable to obtain data for the prices

of the major variable inputs such as fertilizer.

To capture the dynamic adjustment effects, lags on the prices and the area

variables were used. Several structural specifications were tried such as

linear, log-linear, and log-log as well as various lag structures. We report

below the results for those specifications that, in our judgment, exhibit

reasonably correctucAi, expected signs, significant coefficients, and high

explanatory power. •

The following conventions were made. Y and A will stand for yield and

area, respectively; W, M, R, C, and B will stand for wheat, maize, rice,

cotton, and berseem, respectively; and P will stand for real price.
'4

(Sometimes, R is used for real revenue instead of price.) T will stand for a

time trend.

4.1. Yield Regressions

A. Wheat

The following two equations for wheat yields are reported (figures in

parentheses are t ratios).
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18.

logYW = 6.793 4-.024 T 0.321, logPW • 0.2140log FR

(30.45) (11.8) (4.73) - (-2.86) 71

B2 .91

(31) logYW = 6.393 + 0.039 T 4-0.107 logrd_i -0.1
71 logPM_i

(40.03) (13.83) (1.54) (-2.53)

-0.271 log7k1 0.637 logPC...1

• (-4.36) (5.77)

R2v•97.

These equations strongly support the model outline
d in the previous section.

The price variable has a positive sign. Crops competing for inputs, such as

rice and maize, have strong negative coefficient
s. No easy story can be told

about the strong positive sign of the pric
e of cotton.

B. Maize

The best estimated equation for maize yield 
is the following.

(32) 114=1694.
(6.30

+23.98 T -4811.1 PW..1 39.46 P1&..1 185.47 Pk].

(3.16 0..79) . (.01) -0.19)

-1926.23 PC_1 -2393.13 RB_

(-1.815) (-1.91)

R2=.95

The price of maize comes in with a positive' 
sign but is not significant.

Significant substitutions are observed with
 the prices of wheat, cotton, and

berseem.



C. Rice

The best estimated equation 
for rice yield is

(33)

19.

'0=131.141 48.97 T 19.543.76 PW.,11,10057.06 FIR..1 
-1171.61

(-419) (5.36) (4.39) 
(1.63) (--51-2)

112..86

While the coefficient of the 
rice price is almost significa

nt and of the right

sign, that of wheat price is 
surprisingly positive.

D. Cotton 

The best cotton yield equa
tion was the following.

(3L) YC =496.93 20.601 T -3742.83 Fw_i -2535.4 
Fm..1 -558.75

(1.58) (1.625) (-1.05) (-.643) (-.113)

4-2009.72 P

(-839)
-1314.77 RB-1
(-.859)

Although no coefficient is sign
ificant, all are of the correct

 sign. The

nonsignificance is expected si
nce cotton production and, h

ence, yields are

highly supervised and control
led operations.



4.2. Area Regressions

A. Wheat

(34) AW=10!,3.88 -I- 11795.38 PW 5820.87 P1.1..1 -9181.13 n1-2

(11.47) (5.62) (1.87) (-3.85)

-5C89.58 PR 4-_13L23.73
(-1.521) (.87)

B2 = .87

B. Maize

(36) Am= 720.86 ÷ 0.512 Am..' -3214.09 F.B.a+ 2687.96 PM

(2.37) (2.39) (-.199) (.823)

.

(37) AM=1156.99 6855.25 PM -4369.28 R4_14-5259.47 PM..2

(5.23) (1.17) (-.707) .(1.15)

A-3465.39 PR +612.67 PR..1

(.384) (.062)

B2= .35

20.



C. Rice

(38) AR= 805.24 4-0.381 AR_ *11530.7 F
R_i -3727.38 PC_i

(2.897) (1.98) (1.714) (-2.78)

D. Cotton 

(39)

R2= .82

AC=1525.441-.113 Ac..1 -3139.53 101./..1 -362
.91 PR.4

(2.92) (.94) (-.468) (4)43)

4-1791.05 FC_a. -3346.73 RB_i

(.95) (-1.67)

R2= .39

• 21.

The area equations, although largel
y exhibiting correct signs and some

significance (the best equation is for
 rice), suffer from the lack of

inclusion of important explanatory
 variables such as total cultivated lan

d,

water, etc.

All of the above estimations are to be
 regarded as very tentative and

suggestive of the direction to be taken
 in subsequent research.
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TA.= (1)

ELASTICITIES OF YIELDS WITH RESPECT TO PRICES

FOR WHEAT, MAIZE, RICE, AND COTTON

Yield of:

,

Wheat

Price of;
,

zRice Cotton

Revenue of;

Maiae Beroeem

,

Wheat

, _

30

I

0.324 -.24

,

Wheat 31 0.107 -0.17 -0.271 0.637

—

Maize

s

32 -0.22 0.0015
4

-0.028

--

-0.31 -0,114

Rice 33 0.528 0.189 -0.11

Cotton 34

,
-0.276

/

-0.159 -0.030 0.518
,

-0.100
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TABLE (2)

ELASTICITIES OF CROP AREAS WITH RESPECT TO PRICES

FOR WHEAT, MAIZE, RICE, AND COTTON

Area of: E ; Wheat

LR**

Maize

Price of:

**
Cotton

Revenue of:

ia**
Rice Berseem

SR* SR* sn* SR* 111*-* SR* LB"'

Wheat 35 .48 .33 -.16 -.16

Maize 36 .07 .07 -.01 -.01

Maize 37 .19 . 3 .08 og

- Rice 38 .53 .53 -.86 -.86

,

Cotton 39 -.11 -.11 -.01 -.01 .21 .21 -.12 -.12

*SR: Short Run.
**LR: Long Run.
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FOOTNOTES

1/ It has been alternatively called "posit
ive estimation" see Shumway and

Chang, 1977).
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